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Abstract

Video processing is a fundamental task in computer vision and multimedia analysis, encompassing various techniques for

capturing, analyzing, and manipulating video data. In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive review of video processing

approaches, covering topics such as video enhancement and video content detection. We examine the evolution of video

processing techniques, discuss their applications across different domains, and highlight current challenges and future research

directions.
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Abstract—Video processing is a fundamental task in computer
vision and multimedia analysis, encompassing various techniques
for capturing, analyzing, and manipulating video data. In this
paper, we conduct a comprehensive review of video processing
approaches, covering topics such as video enhancement and video
content detection. We examine the evolution of video processing
techniques, discuss their applications across different domains,
and highlight current challenges and future research directions.

Index Terms—Video Processing

I. INTRODUCTION

V Ideo processing plays a crucial role in extracting mean-
ingful information from video data, enabling tasks such

as surveillance, entertainment, healthcare, and education. Over
the years, significant advancements have been made in video
processing techniques, driven by developments in computer
vision, machine learning, and multimedia technologies. In this
paper, we present a review of video processing approaches,
focusing on the evolution of techniques, their applications in
various domains, and the challenges faced by researchers in the
field. By synthesizing existing literature and analyzing recent
advancements, we aim to provide insights into the state-of-
the-art techniques and future directions in video processing
research.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The foundation of our work in video analysis and intelli-
gence rests upon a broad body of literature that explores the
intersection of multi-modal data analysis and video content
understanding. In this section, we delve into key studies
and methodologies that inform our proposed framework. Our
review encompasses pivotal research in text, image, and audio
analysis as applied to video data, shedding light on the
evolution of multi-modal approaches in the field. In [5], the
authors present the USTC SmokeRS benchmark for smoke
detection in satellite imagery using MODIS data. The dataset
contains 6225 images across six classes and is used to evaluate
deep learning models. A novel CNN model, SmokeNet, is
introduced, which incorporates spatial and channel-wise at-
tention. SmokeNet outperforms other methods in accuracy and
Kappa coefficient, with the best results, achieved using 64% of
the training images. In [6], the authors present a novel training
method, Bag of Focus (BoF), for deep neural networks in
surveillance video analysis. BoF involves training on motion-
intensive video blocks, reducing computational costs by 90%

without sacrificing performance. It includes the creation of
a detailed dataset for real-world volume crimes. The study
shows that even 2D Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
with fewer parameters achieve a high classification accuracy
of 98.7% and an Area under the Curve (AUC) of 99.7% for
recognizing malicious events in videos, outperforming some
3D CNNs. In [7], the authors explores on-camera filtering
for real-time video analytics, addressing resource constraints.
It introduces a system called Reducto, which adapts filtering
decisions based on feature type, threshold, query accuracy, and
video content. Reducto significantly reduces frame processing
(51-97%) while maintaining accuracy across different videos
and queries, mitigating resource demands. In [8], the authors
address the challenges of handling vast surveillance camera
data, particularly in prison settings, and the importance of
intelligent video analytics. It introduces a method that utilizes
deep learning, specifically the Mask R-CNN framework, for
object detection and segmentation in video images. Experi-
mental results showcase the method’s effectiveness, achieving
a high mask average precision of nearly 98.5% on their
datasets.

In [9], the authors focus on analyzing video streams from
intelligent transportation systems and introduce a long video
event retrieval algorithm based on superframe segmentation.
This method effectively reduces redundancy by detecting
motion amplitude, segments video into Segments of Interest
(SOIs) with feature fusion, and employs a semantic model
for text-to-video matching. Experiments demonstrate improved
efficiency, accuracy in semantic description, and reduced re-
trieval time for these transportation videos. In [10], the authors
present a thorough survey on the use of deep learning in
surveillance video analysis, with a focus on object recognition,
action recognition, crowd analysis, and violence detection
in crowded settings. It highlights challenges in counting,
identifying individuals, and recognizing activities in large
crowds under different weather conditions. The survey covers
deep learning-based methods, discusses their algorithms and
models, and also points out current issues while suggesting
directions for future research to tackle these challenges. In
[11], the authors present an end-to-end framework for au-
tonomous vehicles (AVs) to follow other vehicles. It uses
RGB-D frames, object detection with YOLOv3, and rein-
forcement learning (RL) algorithms (Q-learning and Deep Q-
learning) for navigation. Simulation results show that AVs can
effectively follow cars using only video frames, demonstrat-
ing reasonable car-following behavior. In [12], the authors
introduce a novel method for monitoring the elderly, focusing
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on the detection of abnormal behaviors, unusual events, and
daily activities. This approach combines deep convolutional
features with joint Bayesian modeling to account for different
perspectives. It is tested on two behavioral datasets and proves
to be more effective than existing methods, demonstrating
its suitability for elderly care monitoring. In [13], the au-
thors introduce an event summarization method for monocular
videos, specifically in video surveillance. It employs deep
learning and a spatiotemporal similarity function to create a
similarity matrix based on visual features. The approach forms
Highly Connected Subgraphs (HCS) as clusters, and events are
determined from these clusters using cluster centroids as key-
frames. Notably, this method doesn’t require pre-specifying the
number of clusters, offering flexibility. Experimental results
on benchmark datasets show that this model excels in terms
of Precision and F-measure while effectively summarizing
the original video content. In [14], the authors present a
novel approach called Spatio-Temporal Completion network
(STCnet) to address partial occlusion in video person re-
identification in surveillance videos. STCnet can recover the
appearance of occluded body parts by utilizing spatial and
temporal information, improving re-ID accuracy by combining
the recovered parts with unoccluded ones. This approach,
referred to as Video Re-ID Framework Robust to Partial Oc-
clusion (VRSTC), surpasses existing methods on challenging
video re-ID databases. In [15], the authors focus on Human
Action Recognition (HAR), important for real-time applica-
tions like video surveillance and rescue missions. HAR faces
challenges due to variations in human attributes, lighting, and
camera settings. The study introduces HAREDNet, a hybrid
recognition approach that excels in feature extraction and
achieves high recognition accuracy. It outperforms previous
methods with impressive scores on three datasets: 97.45%,
80.58%, and 97.48% on NTU RGB+D, HMDB51, and UCF-
101, respectively. In [16], the authors tackle limitations in
video database management systems (VDBMSs) that use deep
learning for video analysis. It presents FiGO, which overcomes
these limitations through an ensemble of models, precise query
optimization, and lightweight pruning. FiGO outperforms ex-
isting systems, delivering a notable 3.3x improvement in query
processing efficiency across four video datasets on average.
In [17], the authors proposed a video analytics system Vaas
for large-scale datasets that provides an interactive platform
for creating and testing video analytics workflows. Users can
define these workflows as Vaas queries, which encompass
machine learning models and various operations. The system
offers tools for query composition and experimentation with
dataset samples. It uses approximate video query processing
for speed and interactivity, and it streamlines the annotation
process by enabling users to annotate over the outputs of
previous queries instead of the entire video dataset.

III. CONCLUSION

Video processing approaches play a vital role in extracting
valuable information from video data, enabling a wide range
of applications across different domains. Through our review,
we have explored the evolution of video processing techniques,

from traditional methods to more advanced approaches based
on deep learning and artificial intelligence. We have discussed
the applications of video processing in areas such as surveil-
lance, entertainment, healthcare, and education, highlighting
the diverse range of tasks that can be accomplished through
video analysis. Despite significant advancements, challenges
such as robustness to variations in lighting and scene complex-
ity, real-time processing requirements, and privacy concerns
remain areas of ongoing research. Moving forward, addressing
these challenges and continuing to innovate in video process-
ing will pave the way for new opportunities and advancements
in multimedia analysis and computer vision.
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